





























By Eric lach 
and Carolyn 
Kennedy 
The Recreation and Events 
Center that students approved in an 
advisory referendum last March 
cannot be built without reducing the 




was  the message 
Executive Vice 
President
 J. Handel 
Evans delivered to a stunned S.U. 
board of directors meeting Tuesday. 
"It seems that 
this board has 
reached a point where some very 
serious thought should be given to 
the scope of the project and to the 
next step the board wishes to take," 
Evans said. 
Evans presented a 13 -page 
report which indicates that at the 











According to the report, 
proponents of the project
 estimated 
the cost of floating a $13 million 
construction 
bond rather than the 
cost of constructing
 a $13 million 
building. 
The actual cost of 
the proposed 
center would be $21 million, not $13 
million, the 
report  indicates. 
The 
center  considered in the 
report  is the "best 
case"  center 
which  "incorporates everything that 
everybody 
wants," Evans said, 
including 
swimming  and diving 
pools,  racquetball courts, 
a large 
multi -use gym,
 a 10,000 -seat concert 
facility,  a weight 
room,
 a ski slope 
and a rock




not originally taken 
into 
consideration  are 
those  
associated with 
floating  the bond 
and readying












to the board. 
One 
possible  solution would be 
to 
raise  the Student Union fee, a 
por-
Evans says 
tion  of which 
now  goes to 
the
 Rec 












 $10 at 
the start
 of this 
semester,  and in 
1983 
the fee 
will  go up 
another






 30 years. 
The report 
indicates
 that the 
Rec Center 
portion  of the S.U. 
fee 
would  have to be 
raised
 to $65.17 in 
order to pay 
for the $13 
million
 
center  that students 
voted  for last 
March. 
Private 






 Evans said. 
"Private 




this is of incredible
 value," he 
said. 
Evans  said another
 solution  
would be to 







given  to the
 
scope







Gail  Fullerton 
has said she is against
 eliminating 
features of the center 
students  wore 
promised. 
However, Bob 
Martin, dean of 
student 
services,
 voiced support for 
reducing 




they voted last 
spring
 did not vote on 
a specific plan 




"This is a highly idealized 
program," Martin 
said of the 
original Rec Center plan. "It con-
tains everything
 that anyone could 




Martin told the 
board,  "You are 
not 
committed to anything by that 
referendum. Absolutely nothing. We 
are committed to a concept." 
The remaining solution, Evans 
said, would be for the board
 to 
proceed with its under
-financed 
plans. Features left out of the center 
for lack of money could be added 
later if the center is designed to 
allow for that, he added. 
SUBOD chairman Matt 
Bogoshian named a subcommittee 
to meet next Tuesday and begin 
exploring
 reduction of the project's 




the  San Jose 
State 
University 





















 models a mask during a Halloween
 costume 
rummage sale in the Speech and 
Drama  Building Wednesday, The mask, 




 in a 
makeup

















































 do not 
know if 
































































































was  some 
speculation
 that 
it was a 
strangulation
 and 
there  is 










also  said 
it may 
be
 four to 
six weeks
 
before  a 
toxicology  
report 


























to John Fait, ad -

















Mayor Janet Gray Hayes said at Tuesday's City 
Council meeting that 
the Council was not trying 
to 
ignore SJSU students








 Stephanie Duer, "that
 we do not ever 
want
 you (to feel that 
way).
 
We feel very much a 
part
 
of the university." 
The City Council Tuesday 
voted  unanimously to 
lower the parking rates 
at the two dirt parking 
lots
 on 
Fourth  Street from $1.50 to ft, starting Monday. 
The lots will remain
 at a $1 a day or $20 
for a 
monthly
 permit until the city can study
 the effects the 
rate change will have on parking. 
The city first  raised 
parking  fees from 50 cents to 
$1.50 Oct.
 6 at the dirt lots to make 
up for revenue lost 
from the closure of the parking garage
 at Third and St. 
John streets because it 
does not meet earthquake 
safety standards. 
Hayes made her statement that the city was 
not 
ignoring SJSU after Duer asked the Council not to 
overlook the students. 
Duer, who spoke after the Council had already 
proposed to lower the rates, told Council members that 
she empathized with the city's current situation of 
having to repay $243,000 a year in bond payments for 
the Third Street garage. 
"The $1.50 
(rate at the two dirt lots) is 
not an in-
convenience; it's an impossibility for 
many students," 
Duer said. "There 
are students who are on 
financial  
aid, 
scholarships,  grants and government
 loans. And, 
that's the only way they're 
attending  school. 
Duer then reminded the Council members that 
there are "25,000 students that this (parking problem ) 
has 






on arms race 






 Auditorium as part of the 
A.S.  Program Board's 
series. 
"Disarmament  Now." 
A defense analyst for 
four U.S. presidents, 
Ellsberg 
was  tried in 1971 in a federal 
court  on 12 
counts of 
theft and 




military documents to the
 press. The documents, 
which detailed 




 as the Pentagon
 
Papers.  





 that Watergate burglars Howard
 
Hunt and Gordon 
Liddy  broke into 
the
 office of 
Ellsberg's 
psychiatrist, on 










 to see him as 
a hero, while others see
 him as a traitor. 
He now lives 
in the East Bay 
community
 of Ken-
sington and lectures on the arms race. 
Ellsberg  is 
regarded by many as a nuclear weapons 
expert.
 











The  county does not have
 its own criminal 
toxicology 
laboratory,




 from a laboratory
 operated by 
the Santa Clara County
 District Attorney's 
of-
fice, Fait said. 
Trujillo 
said a two -man 
detective  team has 
been 
assigned  to the case 
for preliminary in-
vestigation, but the 




 said that if the 
coroner releases 
results of the autopsy
 that indicate a 
murder  was 
committed,
 homicide division will
 do "whatever 
is necessary to 
handle it." 
Until official results are







in a small apartment
 on 11th 
Street  between San Carlos 
and San Antonio 
streets, ins building 
with  22 other residents. 
Rollin Morray,
 one of two 
managers  at the 
two-story
 building, said Baker's body
 was found 
by a 
cleaning woman who 







 were false. 
Detective Sgt. Mark Destro
 of San Jose Police, 
said Baker was not








 declined to 
comment 
on




 it is a 











Morray  said 
he




 and did 
not  need to 
check  Baker's 
pulse. 
"I can
 tell death 



















 her light 




 said he 





she  probably 
was  not dead 
for  a 
long







 off a 
table,  a 
television  an-
tenna had 
fallen to the 
floor and 









 at the 
apartment 
building 




"She  was cute 
and seemed




he did not know




San  Jose. 
Sweat
 Lodge experience 
By Ken Colson 
v 
were  in the womb of Mother 
Earth  -- my 
relations
 and I. The 
rocks 
breathed
 red light 
in
 the 
center of our ring and
 warmed our 
toes. The 12 





which sloped just 
over  our heads as 
we sat naked on 
some old carpets. 
It
 
was  as 
though
 Grandfather
 held us 
in the cups




















the  heat rose 
until  I felt 
like I sat 










 once in a sauna
 that when 
I felt my heart
 beating on 
the wall of 
my 
chest it 





 us to 
pray  to 
Grandfather
 and I 































































 to draw 

































































Harris,  at 
75,  was the 
oldest 
member  of 
the  class and 
I 
wondered how









next to me, tossed 
more 
water into the 
rocks  to generate 
more heat. The sweat poured 
forth 
as it 
never had before. I argued 
with  
myself that I would exit after the 
first round, that
 my heart wasn't 
that healthy, that I could
 trade 
shame for sanity. 
I prayed, but feared 
God  really 
didn't want me there. 
But 
Candlaria's  prayers seemed 
to descend to a note of safety. I 
felt 
him
 turn to call for
 the doorman. 
Relief  like 
salvation
 came as the
 
entrance  drew 
back.  
Outside, a single -engine plane 
buzzed over Candlaria's yard. 
Candlaria's spiritual journey had 
led him away from political ac-
tivism three years ago to build the 
two lodges in his backyard, but it 
hadn't taken 




When  he prayed he thanked 
Wanda Tanka Takshula for 
the 
Earth, the animals,
 the trees, the 
preservation of all living things. 
Candlaria wouldn't explain, for 
print, the meaning of the symbols or 
the words of the Lakota songs  he 
sings in the 
lodge, the meaning of the 
pipe, or the reason he thanks the 
rocks. Books
 like "Black Elk 
Speaks" 
explain  the Inipi ceremony 







 as a 
service to 
the Bay area Indian 
community,
 and disdains those
 


















































































































































































































































































































































will  say 
we 
believe
































be up to 
our representatives to 
stop it. 
















defense  and 






letters would call for 
a halt in the 
arms
 race. The California 
secretary of state 
had said 
the  measure 
would
 have "no direct
 
fiscal 

















 and on 
the next 
generation
 of death bombs. 
A yes  vote 
on
 Prop. 12 
will  put our 
representatives
 on notice that






















you  are still 
wondering  what a 
yes vote 
on Prop.
 12 will 
actually  do, 
think  about 
the  
effects 







builders  will 
think  the 
people
 of this 
















































 way to 
win the 























 a lovely reminiscence, Gorky 
describes  how 
Chekhov 
one day received three ladies who 
wanted
 to 
"put questions" to 
him  about war and peace. 
He listened to them 
thoughtfully  for several 
minutes 
and  then in his charming 
manner
 said,"I love 
candied  apricots, 
don't  you?" And from that moment 
on they all spoke
 beautifully and naturally 
about dried 
and
 candied fruits (like those
 First mentions in our 
recent 
production  of "The 
Cherry  Orchard," 
ex-
changing 
recipes and leaving 
Chekhov
 with the best of 
feelings about 
themselves  and their host. 




 "Yes," replied 
Chekhov
 gently, "everyone




some of us will listen to the
 language of 
eight 
Soviet
 citizens, visiting us 
and helping us in our 
efforts  toward peace 
and





 by its government, 
directly or in-
directly,
 since the Soviet 





 its Jewish dissidents,
 its observers of 
the Helsinki 
agreements  -- without its 
own  special 
reasons.  
My students and I in 
English  IA had just been 
reading 
Walter  Lippmann's essay 
"The  Indispensable 
Opposition," and at 
the  end of one class I 
mentioned  
the 
visit of our Soviet 
colleagues
 in peace, how it 
would  
be good to 
listen to those whose
 system is so very 
different from ours, 




 to listen to the 
opposition  since we 
require
 
. that knowledge in 
our  search for truth. 
Now what concerns 
me is that when I asked my 
students  if they had ever heard 
of Andrei Sakharov, 
once the Soviet's 
prize  nuclear physicist but now a 
man 
in exile because he spoke out for peace 
and earned the 
Nobel Prize for
 doing soi, I discovered that not a single 
student had ever heard his name,
 When I asked if any 
had ever read a novel by Alexander Solzhenitsyn, they 
told me again that they did not know 
the  man's name. 
.; In another IA class,
 one student admitted to having 
:read some of Solzhenitsyn's works, but 
his case was not 
:typical: he was
 Jewish and allowed to leave the 
Soviet  
.Union with his family several years ago. 
This ignorance 
of my students 
bothered me for 
:private  as well as public 
reasons,  caused me to 
reflect
 
: a few more 
moments on 
Lippmann's









 as we all know, can
 sometimes 
 be quite 
damaging.  Without
 some prior 
knowledge  of 
:the society of 
our Soviet visitors,
 we have no 
standard
 
:to weigh words with actions.
 
; It is 
all very well to know




people both here and 
in the USSR want 
:peace.
 But I can't 
help
 thinking that those
 who ferry 
-across their
 best people to a somber 
underworld; who 
:treat dissent like 




:in utopia? t 
; who house these 
"deviants"
 in psychiatric 
wards: who fail to 
keep  the Helsinki agreements; 
who 
:refuse 
on -site inspection of nuclear 
facilities;  who 
leave their most 
renowned
 atomic physicist in 
:withering and painful exile -- an elderly man who 
icould, indeed, tell us much
 about the horrors of nuclear 
:devastation 
-- that those who do so want a 
very dif-
ferent peace than what! 
have  in mind. 
Our eight visitors, I am sure, could never write this 
letter and 
have  it printed in their own country -- well, 
perhaps one such letter. I can't help thinking 
that our 
colleagues in peace 
really  belong back home, trying to 
rescue their
 Sakharovs from internal exile, trying to 
encourage their Solzhenitsyns. In short, trying to 
develop their own so sorely needed 
opposition.  I only 
hope they do not begin to lecture us. 
But
 what concerns
 me most is 
my students' 
ignorance, and
 this brings me 




reasons  for this 
letter.  The 
private
 are certainly 
selfish: my 
class  in Russian 
literature folded
 for want 
of 16 
students  -- out 
of some 20,000. 
In its place I 
received a 
third class of 
freshman  
composition,
 a class 
I enjoy teaching,
 but whose 
numbing  and 
numberless  
essays
 exhaust me. 




cumbed  to a like 
fate, have offered
 to teach a class
 they 
feel 
should  be 
taught,
 knowing that 
it will probably
 not 
fill and that 
their choice 
invites  a third 
class  of com-
position.
 They are a 
hearty lot, and 
I am terribly 
proud  
to be with
 them, and 
certainly  will 
continue  to volun-
teer 
for my course 
in Russian 
literature  as 
long
 as my 
chairman 
bravely offers
 it. But 




 of a 
malcontent.
 I miss 
teaching  that 
class. 
What is 
vastly  more 




 blame the 
absence of 






of a "me 
generation" 
interested 

































 -- not 
in any 
practical  
















































literature.  If 
they do 
not,















that  the 
common  
core
 we wish 
to 
see

















 as well 
as
 think, 
who  give 
us
 
the  insights 
we need 












who  will 





peace,! can only 
hope that
 twill not














 wish to  
share 
































































































































Our policy for 




Letters should be 



















University,  125 
S. Seventh
 




























































































variety  of 
viewpoints  of 















































 publishing numerous 
columns by 
outside advocates
 of a nuclear
 
freeze. I 
take issue with that ap-
proach
 and will counter
 it by 
presenting two of 
the innumerable 
arguments 
against  a nuclear 
freeze. 
My two arguments 
will
 focus on the 
fact that Soviet 
guarantees in the 
past have been worthless, and that 
a 
nuclear  freeze 
agreement
 will be no 
different. 
I will begin by 
referring to two 
well -established Soviet violations 
of 
treaties on chemical
 and biological 
warface. 




 19" which involved a 
large-scale outbreak of anthrax 
near 
Sverdlovsk in 
1979.  Anthrax, a cattle 
disease, is also communicable to 
humans, and is a well-known 
biological warfare 
agent.  
After initially denying the  in-
cident the Soviets 
claimed that the 
epidemic occurred because of poor 
cattle handling. 
However,  several 
thousand military and civilian 
personnel were killed 
from the 
disease, a number 
too large for a 
genuine 
cattle -handling accident, 
but not for an accident with 
biological warfare agents. The 
Soviet Union is a party to a treaty 
expressly forbidding
 the stockpiling 
of biological weapons. 
The 
second violation of a treaty 
to
 which the Soviet Union is a 
signatory 
concerns the use of 
chemical warfare agents. The ABC 
program, "Rain of Terror," 
presented on national
 television last 
February, gave overwhelming 
evidence that Soviet mycotoxins 
were being used in Southeast Asia 
and
 Afghanistan. Essentially, the 
same story is give in the respected 
British scientific journal, "Nature." 
The cases just cited are only two of 
the many treaties such as the 
Helsinki agreement which the Soviet 
Union has violated. 
A second argument against 
the  
freeze is that a 
bilateral freeze is 
unverifiable. While the proponents 
of a nuclear 
freeze
 argue that 
"national technical means" are 
sufficient
 to verify a freeze, arms 
control experts 
generally agree and 
have stated that the Soviets 
are 
easily capable of concealing arms 
production
 facilities by the same 
methods used very 
effectively




Germans during World War II. 
Considering the many op-
portunities for Soviet concealment 
of arms 
production  facilities, there 




 a bilateral freeze: 
unrestricted, unimpaired, 
unrestrained and personal 
on -site 
verification
 of all manufacturing, 
and suspected manufacturing 
facilities. The Soviet Union has 
made it clear that it 
will not enter 
into such an 
agreement.  One must 
ask "If the Soviets are sincere, and, 
have nothing to hide, why then, will 
they not agree to a meaningful 
verification program?" 
Considering the evidence, 
I 
think it is 
fair to say that the Soviet 
Union cannot, and should not be 
trusted
 to comply with a nuclear 
freeze. In fact, the founder of the 
Soviet system, V.I. Lenin, 
laid down 
as Communist dogma the policy to 
lie and cheat when 
necessary  for the 
cause, which is exactly what the 
Soviets have been doing 
with 
biological and chemical warfare. In 
view of these 
arguments,  the quest 














If California voters pass Proposition 13, the Water 
Conservation and Efficiency Act, California will have a 
stronger law mandating water  conservation. 
If this law is enacted, it will have three major 
statewide effects. Every water district which receives 
water from another water basin would have to submit
 
water conservation programs by Jan. 1, 1985; local 
groundwater 
management agencies 
would  have to be 
formed in II areas -.primarily in the Central Valley -- to 
control overpumping of 













given  better 
legal  standing 
to prevent 


























 the water 
districts 
getting  water 
from the 
State  







 plans by 
the time 






 plans are 















 natural processes  (an 
acre  



















 in some 
areas  
that the land 
has dropped as 
much as 22 feet.
 
The 













 within a 





































Reserving greater legal rights 
for 
instream










California  law, 
Fishermen
 have 




 by the 
building of dams 
on rivers. Salmon 
and other fish, 
which  
were once 
common  in 
California
 rivers, 
cannot  get past 
the
 obstruction that 
dams present, even
 with fish ladders 
Fish can 




 are not 
nearly
 as diverse 




which  they replace.
 
Reservoirs







 is often most 
abundant near
 the banks of 
a river. 
It takes years 














 to the kind 
of severe 





 of Mann 
County  during 
the drought 
of 1976 and 1977. 
Households 
were  allocated













 at the time,
 said that his 




 water in 
garbage  cans, 
to be 
used for
 flushing their 
toilets and for 




 the water in the
 cans stunk. 
He said 
they only used 
running
 water to rinse
 off after 
soaping, and
 they used most 
of their water 
allocation  for 
dishwashing.  
They  could not 
water  their 
lawns,
 he said. 
Because  California
 and its 




water  will be 
needed  in the 
future if the 
state is to 
avoid  the kind 
of


















 about half 






drawing  on 









 to the 
Los  Angeles 
Times. 
Metropolitan,






supply  to 
Arizona  in 











Metropolitan  may 
need some of 
the  water 









of rivers with 
dams 
and
 aqueducts, a 
growing number
 of people 
would  like to 
see wild
 rivers remain untamed. 
These  people 
are not all 
white -water 
rafters  who 
chain 
themselves  to 












 law it needs.
 If Californians 
act  now, they 
can  avoid 
disruptions
 of their 
lifestyle,  but if 
they 
wait too long,





 the kind of 






























. . . 
John Rchards 
By Lt. Col. Frank
 Gal Jr. 
Mary Science Department Chairman 
I am concerned that the emotion surrounding the 
issue of a bilateral nuclear freeze
 will work in a coun-
terproductive manner. The end result, ill understand the 
issue correctly, is sound. that is restricting further 
production
 of nuclear 
weapons.
 In this 
regard  I am in 
support of undertaking certain initiatives as long as it 
remains in the 
best  interests of the United
 States. 
I believe that we, as the foremost power in the world, 
have a 




 development. However, 
our  efforts must 
be well orchestrated and 
not  ignore the realities of the 
world 
today.  
Nations do what 
is
 in their best interests. A nation that 
is 
pursuing  development of a nuclear weapon capability 
does so after 
careful deliberation that it will serve its 
interests. Once this is decided, other 
nations
 normally are 
unable to 
influence a change of direction. 
India and Pakistan serve as a good example. India, 
without assistance from the "superpowers" was able to 
detonate a nuclear device  in 1974. Although it is not known 
whether or not a 
nuclear
 weapon was developed.  India 
certainly has the capability to do so. 
In response, Pakistan has also chosen to acquire a 
nuclear technology in order to have a nuclear capability 
as a defensive measure to perceived 
regional  threats. 
The danger may not be another weapon in the ar-
senals of the United States or the Soviet Union, but rather 
a nuclear weapon in the hands of nations that have not 
developed the unique infrastructure to support 
this 
capability. 
This raises the question of the utility of 
a bilateral 
initiative. The nuclear club is not restricted to 
the United 
States  and the Soviet Union. It also includes Britain. 
France and China with nine 
more  nations being added if 
we include those who we believe capable 
of building the 
bomb. The list is doubled if we add those countries who 
could develop a nuclear capability in 10 years. 
The problems and complications inherent in gaining 
support of many nations are stunning, yet clearly 
something must be done and it must include other
 nations. 
What can be done? In my opinion, we must avoid any 
overreaction
 that would be detrimental to our national 
interests. We have an excellent constitutional form of 
government and if we believe in our democratic process 
we must accept the fact that our national policies and 
strategies are a result of an evolutionary process in 
response to safeguarding our nation. 
The United States does not want an arms race and it 
does not want nuclear war. 
A glance at the past six ad-
ministrations encompassing more than 20 years of 
military  strategy supports this. We have gone from a 
strategy of massive retaliation through flexible response 
and realistic deterrence, to a 
countervailing
 strategy. 
The point is, all 




The United States has not 
taken the nuclear burden 
lightly and does 
not  intend to. However, we still are where 
we
 are today and we must face realities. 
Good strategy,
 notwithstanding, the Strategic Arms 
Limitation Talks were a good idea, but ended in disaster 
in part due to verification 
problems  and in part due to an 
inability of both sides to fully understand and adjust to its 
future impact on 
respective  national strategies. 
The SALT dialogue needs to 
be continued in a 
productive manner 
and we must ensure that positive 
outcomes have an  impact 
on
 other nuclear nations 
Nuclear -related 
technology  as applies 
to military and 
non-military 
purposes  must be 
improved.  This would 
increase the 
range of options
 available to 
concerned  
nations
 in restricting 
weapons  development.
 
To this end, 
safeguards,  and improved
 methods of 
verification  are 
necessary.  This can 
contribute to dif-
fusing  potentially 
volatile situations 
and should also 
in-
clude facilities 
used to provide 
energy through 






 is an 
example
 of the type of 
initiatives that 
can  be pursued. 
The  
obvious
 benefits in 
reducing world
 tension would 
be to 
preclude 
incidents of the 
type where Israel
 conducted a 
"pre-emptive"  
strike




 we must tie 
in
 all initiatives 
taken to resolve 
the 
world nuclear 
problem.  A coherent









 and the 
International  
Fuel  Cycle Evaluation
 offers 
promise
 to this end. 
We 
have  a problem 
and we as a 
nation  are facing
 it. 
Nuclear 
power is not going
 to go away. 
Swiss  dramatist 
Durrenmatt
 once said, "What 




 Nuclear power 
with
 all its im-
plications is 
a fact of life. In this
 regard we  must 
trust  in 
our democratic
 form of government
 and in the 
leaders  we 
elect 
to puruse national 
policies towards a 
lasting peace. 
At the same time 
we must rely upon 
the advice of our 
military  leaders 
as




























L E T T E 
Voting
 makes a 
world
 of difference 
Mac 
This is a written 
acknowledgment 
of everyone's 
responsibility in having registered 
to
 vote. In choosing the respon-
sibility of voting,
 we have taken a 




a stand, we have 
empowered ourselves to make a 
difference
 in the Nora] we leave our 
children. Are v.  going to leave them 
with a world con, 
antly  on the brink 
of nuclear disaster by accident or 
design, or will we find more positive 




The issues on this 
ballot  will 
allow each of 
us
 to have a powerful 
impact
 on the future. 
I know 
of
 no one, Republican, 
Democrat 
or whatever, 
who  will 
admit  that they 
will
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scale nuclear war (using "survive" 
from this point on to mean "survive 
in a meaningful sense"). 
Given that 
nuclear  war may not 
be fatal to the species (although all 
evidence indicates so I, the act will 
surely signal the end of all society 
and ultimately, civilization. 
Although I am not convinced 
that nuclear war will be started by 
governments, I am thoroughly
 
convinced that governments have 
not taken the responsibility  to not 
use these weapons on each other. 
I would like to point out that the 
Soviets have 
enunciated
 a "no first -
use" policy and the U.S. government 
hasn't and 
that
 it doesn't make any 
difference for two reasons: (1) other 
countries
 have nuclear weapons at 
their command and 
(21 
the only 




thinking  of Proposition 12, 
is it easy to wonder what difference 
will it make? It is tempting 
to 















comparable  to 
quitting one's 
job and then 
won-
dering 
why  you don't 
have
 one. 
If we are 
not  going to take 
responsibility 
for the prevention 
of 
nuclear










child, knows that 
the 
arms 
race  can end 
in two 
ways.  
Either  the 
planet
 will be 
devoid  of 
human 
civilization,  or 
people will 
find 
other,  more 
positive  means 
of 
settling  human 
differences.  
National 
policies  need 
to be 
changed
 for the latter 
if we are to 
continue  to 
exist
 at all. 
Proposition 12 is 














 to. Let's 
reflect our 
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 OF CURRENT TITLES 
Bast Selection of Science Fiction 
in
 South Bay 
BARGAINS BY THE 

























What are the prospects for 
prevention  at this time? 
Frankly,
 they appear dismal. More and more 
we
 see 
evidence that the 
strategy  is changing from nuclear 
deterrence to nuclear war capability. 
We hear
 talk of "surgical strikes," "flexible 
response" and learn that our Defense Department has a 
plan for fighting and winning a protacted nuclear war. 
This should be a cause of great alarm for all of us. Almost 
no one believes that a nuclear war, once begun, can be 
contained. No responsible informed 
person believes that 
any society could emerge from a nuclear war as a 
"winner." There 
are no winners in a nuclear exchange. 
Some would point to the beginning of negotiations as a 
source of hope. That seems a faint
 hope, as each 
super-
power
 continues the charade of making proposals which 
are patently unacceptable to the other side, and then using 
the refusal for propaganda purposes. 
Meanwhile,  the buildup of increasingly threatening 
weapons goes 
on unchecked. The administration proposes 
adding
 17,000 new warheads in the next few years, all of 




Clearly, the Soviets will respond in kind, 
with the 
result that each side 
will  have realistic fears about the 
survivability
 of its retaliatory forces. The 
proposed
 
Pershing II missile can reach Moscow in 
six minutes. 
surely prompting Soviets
 to go to "launch on warning" so 
that when the missiles arrive, the silos 
are  empty. This 
means that our survival is 










 when one side
 has the 
capacity  to 
destroy the 
other without 




 once had 
that
 capability 
in the 50's and
 early 60's; 
but never 
again  will that 
situation exist.




 no leader 














 are not 
likely 
to be 

















 say a freeze
 will lock 
us







 as at our
 present 
levels,
 there is 
no
 meaning to 
the term 
superiority.  Most 
experts agree
 there is 
approximate  parity 
at this time. 
Whether





 we are 
inferior,  the 
Soviets  most 
assuredly  do 
not, and will 
not sit 
idly by 




























 with 98 
percent  
verification  
possible,  the 
tiny

























totally  free of risk,
 while ignoring










 threat, we 
must now 
understand
 that our 
whole  human 
condition  has 
changed.  
Never 
again  will we 




We must now 
begin to change
 our mode 
of
 thinking, as 
was pointed
 out by 
Albert  Einstein 
some 37 years
 ago. We 
must
 use this crisis
 as a catalyst 
to begin to 
develop  new 
concepts  of 
ourselves,  our 
nation's  states 





 We must 
begin  to look 
at
 the notion of 
"what 
would  it be like to 
have  a world without
 war." 
Roger P. Kennedy is 
chief of the Department of Internal 
Medicine at Kaiser Permanente 
Medical Center in Santa 
Clara. 
and is clinical professor at Stanford 
University 
Hospital. He is also 













































 Federal No. 95-3531037. will 
dis-
pose of, for a 
manufacturer's
 representative, their inventory 
surplus of NEW stereo equipment. The items
 listed below will be 
sold on a first








Real,  Santa Clara,
 CA 9:00 am 





5 AM/FM Cassette 
ONLY 
Car  Stereos, In -Dash 

















 Car Stereos. In
-Dash  $139 
$29e0.  







-Track  Car 
ONLY Stereos. 
Underdash  











20 Cassette Car 
ONLY 
Stereos,  









 Cone $ 49 
$19pr.
 
32 AM FM 8 -Track 
Car 
ONLY








 In -Dash Cas-
ONLY 
settee
 for Small Cars 
$225 
$89,N, 





 In -Dash 







ONLY  Car with Auto Reverse $225 
$89,,,  



















WITH  FULL 2 -YEAR WARRANTIES
 






































 E.EUSIVe  Road 
Simulator  Tune -Up which includes: new 
 spark plugs,  new 
points, distributor check. 
replacement  of defective 
distributor
 cap.  
 
condensor
 or rotor (electronic 
ignition excluded), 
inspect










i' vice and clean battery,  
inspect
 
air filter,  inspect radiator 
coolant, clean smog valve 
 iPCV), 
chemically clean 
carburetor,  test 
car's  operating 
performance  under 





 6 Cyl  $53
















510 E. Santa Clara St. 
Corner
 of 11th 
298-7722  
LCoupon
 good at any 
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worst  of 
the 





















































































 was in the third round, when we all 
got to pray. Candlaria prayed first,
 and the 
progression moved as always, clockwise. The 
students 
prayed  with surprising 
intensity.  
Two prayed for their fathers, who had suf-




Earth  and 
that  men would 
understand  
each other's 
ways  and live in peace. 
They also prayed for prejudiced wives 
and brothers 
who were hurting themselves 
with alcohol. 
Each prayer ended with the phrase, "All 
my relations," and with Candlaria dousing 
the 
rocks. 
By my turn, it was so hot 
each sup-
plication 
was  answered by an attendant "ho" 
or other exhortation. The heat charged the 
lodge with transcendent energy and my ar-
dent, albeit, short-winded prayer, ended the 
round in a crescendo of human spirit. lam not 
sure that my salute to Christ as mediator
 was 
heard, but I had prayed through Jesus, 
because that's 
the only person in whom I 
believe. 
Perhaps for the time we had all become 
one. The heat seemed more characteristic of 
mutual exertion,  
that  heat experienced when 
men struggle together to complete an urgent 
task;
 the energy 
of common hearts 
irrespective of race, color and creed. 
but this is speculation
--hindsight, words 
to explain a sudden flood, which strikes 
without 
warning and leaves behind only its 
marks. 
So I will say that 
before  the fourth round 
we smoked the pipe. 
Harris said he could 
survive one more bout, the 
door was closed 





 that each 
day 





















signaled a time to rest and be glad for life. "It 
may 
have
 been wrong to 





 the sun 
shines  on the evil 
and  the 
good." 
One student told me he felt weak. The 
experience for him 




Others stood, reflecting, chatting,
 or in a 
daze, 
wiping themselves off. 





Later, inside Candlaria's small living 
room,






only  two rounds and
 
some  
thought the ceremony was too 
short.  Another 
woman, who said she was 
mildly 
claustrophobic,  had felt safe within the lodge. 
"I




someone  else 
said,  "but when
 the flap 
came open 
it
 was a chance






















smoke  from head





 the lodge. 
The 
elder Harris and
 Candlaria sat 
at
 the 
table  and some of 
the  women served
 bowls of 
hot beef stew 
and fry bread. I 
sat  my shaking 
body
 on the floor and 
tore the thick bread 
and 
dipped  it into my 


















 Kan Carlson 
['ruin





































































renewal of old 
acquaintances,  he said.
 












may  also be 
collected
 as gifts 
to needy individuals
 in the community. 
The Native American
 Students 
Organization will have a food drive at 
Saturday's powwow 
for students at D -Q 
University in Davis. All federal aid 
has  
been cut off from that
 American Indian -
Chicano school. 
Local Indian students
 will also sell 
soft drinks and food to raise money for 
community activities. 
The event is offered as a service to 
Indians. All expenses will be covered by 
the Native
 American Students 
Organization, which, along with 
Leventhal's North American Indian 
Cultures class, will serve food, assist 
the 


















 at SJSU, ac 
cording




















taken, she said. 
The 
powwow 




 In the 
traditional dances, 
ceremonial
 dress is 
highly 
respected. Eagle feathers 
usually mark a traditional
 dancer. 
The 
"fancy dancers" are 
distinguished by colorful
 regalia and 
elaborate 
headdresses. 





The head drum group 
will  be the 
"Four Winds Singers" from the Lakota 
tribe of Rosebud, S.D. The
 head dan-
cers will be Randy Weller, of the Caddo
 
tribe, head man 
dancer; Ramona 
Lucero of the 
Colville tribe 
(Washington), head woman dancer; 
James Greene of the
 Salinan tribe of 




an Apache, young woman 
head dancer. 
Powwows became popular in the 
19505 with the relocation of many In-





























people . . 
. many of whom 
are voting 




the  students) 
have needs," Duer added, 
"and they 
have  a stake in 
this community. 
they 
should  be remembered 
when the 
Council
 makes a 
decision involving 
them 
We're a vital 






not  be 
overlooked 
for  the sake 
of,
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100 3rd Prizes: Designer one-piece
 
'Cueivo Party Line" 
telephones 
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 never had cars." 
Duer 
responded,  "As a 
commuter student, it 
is a 
necessity  to have your own 
car.  I don't know how long 
it's been since any of you 
have applied 
for a job. 
"Well, on most ap-
plications these days they 
ask you if you have a car
 
and have your own tran-
sportation because em-
ployees don't depend on the 
transit system to get you to 
and from work." 
Hayes later said, "I 
Just don't want you to go 
away 
feeling that the 
student body is something 
that  we 
choose




 of. You 
are  a 
very important 
part of the 
community." 
Hayes also said at 
the  
meeting
 that "Some 
of the 
statements
 in the Spartan 
Daily 
newspaper  . . . are 
somewhat 
unfair  in the 
accusations."  
The Daily
 had run 
editorials






Duer,  who was asked 
in 
jest by Hayes 
whether she 
was a 





that  they (as 
well  
as the A.S. 
I 
are not 
responsible for anything 
that's written
 in any 
newspaper anywhere." 
Duer later
 said that she 
was not trying to put down 
the Daily "and I apologize 
if it seemed that way." 
She said that
 she was 
only trying to inform 
Council 
members that 
offiicals do not 
speak for 
the newspaper. 
She added: "I heartily 
thank the
 Daily for its 
coverage (of this issue) in 
its  news coverage, as 
well 











By Dan Nakaso 
The City Council's vote 
Wednesday to 
reduce parking fees 
at the two Fourth 
Street dirt
 lots 
from $1.50 to $1 is 
a start, 
according to the two Associated
 Students 
directors working on the 
parking situation. 
But it's not enough, they added. 
Directors Robert Musil and Stephanie 
Duer said the fee reduction issue is over 
because fees will be reduced Monday. 
"The issue of the Fourth Street dirt 
lots will stay as it is," Musil said. 
He said SJSU wanted the rates 
reduced to 50 cents and the city wanted 
them to stay at $1.50. 
Both sides made concessions to lower 
the price to $1, he said. 
Prices at the dirt lots rose from 50 
cents to $1.50 Oct. 6 when the city closed a 
garage at Third and St. John streets after 
it was deemed unsafe in an earthquake. 
The City Council attempted to recover 
revenue lost from the closure
 by raising 
rates at the two dirt lots and the garage 
between Second and Third streets. 
Musil  and Duer said they will now 
concentrate on getting San Carlos Street 
closed  to gain 270 parking spaces and turn 
the 
space  into a "park -like" atmosphere. 
Students said they were glad about the 
reduction but would rather 
have
 seen the 
price
 returned to the previous 50 -cent rate. 
"I think it's great but they should 
charge businessmen 
61.50  and students 
students' 
prices  because we have to go 
to
 




Nancy Fortune, a medical 
technology  
junior, said the 
61.50 rate is too high and 
the 50-cent reduction will
 have little im-
pact. 
"Fifty cents is 50 
cents," she said "If 
you're going 
to park here you're
 going to 
pay 
what they're going 
to charge and it 
should be 50 
cents." 
Tammy  Buckles, 
a microbiology 
Junior, has been 
urging  students to voice
 
their opinions before the City Council.
 
"I think it's 
great  to even give students 
a break of 50 cents," she said. 
"You'd  like 
to be less 
than
 that because that's 
still  
double the price of what 
it was before." 
"But
 what else can you do if that's 
all 
they'll give 
your  she asked. 
Duer called 
the  price change a 
"partial success." 
"It's not the final 
solution,"  she said. 
"And it's not going to stop us." 
"The closure  of 
San Carlos is next," 
she said. 
She said the university 
has to finish 
and update 
an Environmental Impact 
Report and conduct public hearings 
before  
the City Council will 
consider  the closure. 
"It's 
going  to be a long-term 
process,"
 
Musil said. "We can't 
accomplish  it in a 
few weeks." 
One of the first
 objectives 
will  be to 




to have to rally
 student 
(and faculty ) opinion,
 which recently has 
been 
very
 difficult," Musil 
said. 
The university
 and A.S. 
will  set up a 
public forum 
in
 November to seek
 input on 
the closure, he said. 
Duer said she is glad
 the parking -fee 
issue
 is over and would like to wait a 
while 
before taking on the
 San Carlos Street 
closure. 
City Hall is "a place I'm going to avoid 
for awhile," she said. "Those people can 
wear 
you out." 
But Duer said she will follow through 




































































































































Thursday, October 28. 1982 
Two 








Police arrested a 2b
-year -old San Jose 
man and a 
juvenile  for allegedly 
breaking into a 
car  
parked
 near the SJSU 
campus  and stealing 
a cassette 




Mota  was charged 
with auto 
burglary, possession
 of burglary 
tools  and contributing
 
to the delinquency 
of a minor, according




 was charged with 
burglary. His name 
was 
not  released by 
police  because he 
is a juvenile. 
University
 Police cadet Greg 
Acton  said he was 
patrolling the campus
 area when he observed
 two 
males breaking 
into a green Austin 
America  parked on 
San Fernando 
between Eighth
 and Ninth 
streets.  
Three police officers 
responded
 to Acton's call for 
help, and 
apprehended





University  Police in-
formation  
officer. 














the  minor 
was  taken to 
Juvenile 












Police  are looking 
for a culprit who 
said 
he 
was a Moulder Hall 
resident,  and stole an 
flit pizza 






1:35 a . m 
Police records
 indicate the 










 the pizza without 
paying  for it. 
The culprit 





 and make 
sure








After  he was given 
the pizza, he 
closed  the dorm 
door, locking
 the deliveryperson





this year a 
deliveryperson
 was 
robbed  of a 
pizza at knifepoint










 pizza from 
Domino's  delivered
 late 
Saturday  night 





manager of the 
Domino's  store on 
10th 
Street,
 said it is now 
Domino's  policy 
not
 to deliver 
pizza to 
residents  in both 
Washburn
 and Moulder halls.
 
"When I get
 my money back from 
the person that 
stole this
 pizza, then I 
will





This is the 
fourth time one of his deliverypersons
 
has been robbed at Washburn or Moulder halls 
since  
Domino's opened the 10th 
Street franchise two months 
ago. 
"I am 
trying  to run a business and I know they 
don't have kitchens up in the dorms, but if they rip me 
off when I am trying to 


























Field  No. 1st 






























































































 to file a complaint, or why he 
has 
not  

















 -- or --
Whose  Book is  
This Anyway?"
 The drama 
is
 scheduled to 
air  from 7:30 to 8 
p.m.







 the play 
in 
serial form on 
three  consecutive 
Thursday  evenings. 
Barling,
 a graduate 
student in radio
 and TV broad-
casting, 
said production 
planing  in radio, 
TV




 in radio 
because it's 
cheaper,"
 he said. 
"Also,  it is one 
of
 the more 
creative
 
(fields) in that the








 were aired 
last
 year, and two
 the year before
 -- all 
on KSJS. 
He
 said he had been
 afraid his latest
 work might be 
censored  by KSJS 




afraid  they 
might
 want me to tone
 it down after 
they
 read the 
script,"
 he said, 
"I'm
 glad they are
 not 




 as "a 
total  
fantasy,"  which he 
defined as a 
subgroup
 of science 
fic-
tion. "Science
 fiction is 
based  on 
science,"
 he said, "and 
fantasy  breaks
 the laws 
of
 science -- 
it's  based on 
magic." 
Barling took about
 three months to 
write  the play 
The 
plot
 deals with a 




 God," Barling said.
 
Two main characters
 are Alfonso 












 Jaris, "a good
 old human 
being,"
 according to 
Barling, played 




 said, "is 
designed  for the 
audience
 to relate to.
 He is minding 
his  own business 
when 
he gets sucked into this story." 
Barling described the other character, Alfonso, as a 
'non -human. He has four legs, wears 'hovercraft' 
sneakers,
 which allow him to hover above the ground; 
wears loud plaid shorts, a T-shirt with 'I Love An-
dromeda' on the front; and is definitely a tourist at 
heart."
 
The story begins when Alfonso, "who is a consultant 
for the largest pharmaceutical company in the galaxy, 
invents a drug that, when ingested, can take you 
anywhere and 'anywhen' y.a want to go." Barling said. 
"But the drug is illegal 
on
 the planet Yuckiton Four, 
and Alfonso's factory is sacked," he said. "Alfonso 
escapes to earth, plunking down at a bus stop where Jaris 
is waiting for a bus, minding his own business. 
"The problem is that intergalactic 'narcs' are hot on 
Alfonso's  track and take Jaris for an accomplice. 
"When 



































































































taping.  We 
found 
some
 of the 
best 







































































































































 N.10th St., San
 Jose,Ca. 
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University urge a Yes 
vote on: 




 the State of California, recognizing that the 
safety and security of the United States 
must  be paramount in the 
concerns of the 
American  people; and further recognizing that 
our  national secunty is reduced, not 
increased,
 by the growing 
danger of 
nuclear war between the United States 
and  the Soviet Union which would result
 in millions of deaths of people in 
California and 
throughout
 the nation; do hereby urge that 
the Government of the United States 
propose to the government of 
the Soviet Union that 
both
 countries agree to immediately 
hall
 the testing, production and 
further
 deployment of all nuclear 
weapons, missies 
and delivery systems in a way that can be 





















John Baird, Business 
Michael Beeson, Mathematics 






















Brown.  English 







Peter Buzanski, History 




Carol P. Christ, 
Women's
 Studies 
Terry Christensen, Political Science 
Claire P. Cloutier, Mathematics 


































































Measure E -Jobs with Peace 
(for San Jose residents) 
Shall the City 
Council  of San Jose send the 
following 
resolution  to the 
United States Congress: 
"The voters of San Jose call upon the United States Congress to make more federal 
funds  
available for local jobs and programs,  such as quality education, public transportation, energy -
efficient housing. improved health care and conversion from military to peacetime production. 
by reducing the 


















































































































David  Mc 
Keil,  
History 


































































































































































Whitlatch,  Library 




















































By Michael J. Vaughn 
All the townfolke gathered 
at
 the church hall for a 
gra nde feast, 
wearing their finest garb. A painted -
face juggler and two mischievous fooles dressed
 in 
breeches and vest leapt and skip't 
amidst the crowded 
faire, amusing the joyous revelers. 
A magician performed tricks 
for  some of the folke, as 
a band of minstrels played on 
pipe and flute. 'Twas a 
grand sight, it 
was.  
The
 guests of honor, numbering 
four
 and 20. were 
dressed in 
the  most exquisite of cloths, the ladies
 with 
dried flowers atop 
their  flowing hair, the noble cavaliers 
The young 
maidens  toiled in the 
kitchen, preparing ribs of meat 
in their finest
 laced shirts.
 They all 
gathered  at 
the
 end of 
the 
hall and sang 
madrigals for 
the  onlookers. 
The young 
maidens  toiled in 
the kitchen 
preparing  
barley  soup 
and  ribs of 
meat  for the 
feastgoers,  
while  two 
actors 
played a 





You Like It." 

















Church  in San 
Jose.  About 
250
 attended 
the  event, 
which  featured 
a five -course 
meal in 
addition  to 
the 
entertainment.  
Tickets  sold for 




 the dinner 
were 
members





Carlson and Eric 




supplied  the Shakespeare 
performance. 
The 
Choraliers  were dressed 
in Renaissance 
costumes from SJSU's 
Theater  Arts Department. 
, The project began
 when William 
Rearick,
 the 
organist  and choir 
director
 at St. Francis 
Episcopal  
Church, asked Choraliers
 director Charlene 
Archibecque  
if the group 
would  like to provide the 
entertainment  for a 
madrigal dinner
 at this church. The 
dinner  was to be 
sponsored by the church
 choir. 
The Choraliers set up the
 music and script for the 
event, which 




undisputed  star of the show was 
"Baudy  Mary" 
Enman, an SJSU graduate 
and  former Choralier, who is 
now a regular 
at
 the Renaissance Pleasure 
Faire  held 
annually in Mann County. She spent
 the evening singing 
drinking songs and 




Rearick said the dinner was successful.
 
"This is 
the biggest thing this church has 
ever  done," 
he said. "This is the first time anything
 like this has been 
done in 
this area." 
He said he hoped 
to make the dinner an annual 
event.  
Archibecque agreed the 
dinner  was a success, but told 
the diners 
that  "not even one-half of one 
singer can get 
across the 
ocean  on what we made tonight." 
The Choraliers'
 trip, which will include 
an ap-
pearance at the Hague 
Choral
 Festival in Holland, will 
cost
 each singer more than $2,000, 
according to Ar-
chibecque. She said the Renaissance dinner 
raised  "about 
$1,000" for the group, which split the profits with the 
church choir. 
Archibecque said the group is 
seeking companies or 
individuals
 who would like to sponsor a singer for the tour. 
Another fund-raiser the group will use this 
year  is a 
"rent -a -carol" program. For a price, someone can have 
some or all the Choraliers come to his or her house or 
office to sing carols. 
The price varies with the time of performance 













































 -Baudy Mary- Enman
 belts out a dnnking 
song  at 
the SJSU 
Chorakers' Renaissance dinner
 Saturday night. 
Above,
 soprano Mindy Ryder
 serenades the 
diners,
 as Joy 
Armstrong looks on. At 
right, actors Brenda 
Carlson
 and Eric 
Vogelgsang
 perform Shakespeare. 
Photos by 
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in 2 
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medieval  times, a hospice was a place
 of refuge for 
weary
 
travelers  on the road, 












type of journey --a resting 






Today, while most people die in hospitals, hospices 
provide 
terminally  ill patients and their
 families an 
alternative.
 By providing a support




families  are able to 







Hospice of the Valley, located in San Jose,
 was 
initiated
 five years ago by Jennie Magic,
 according to 
Barbara
 Noggles, program 
director.  
Magic's husband, a 
physician, had died of cancer. 










"She also observed 
while he was at Stanford 
that  
there were a 











Noggles said. "It 
made
 

















of an impression on 
her  so that when she got 
over 
her 
initial grief, she sat 
down with friends, 
some of whom 
were physicians,
 to ask if they could
 put together 
something to help others." 
The result was 
Hospice  of the Valley.
 In February 
1980, HOV 
took
 its first patient into 
care. 
Hospice patients
 area all terminally
 ill with cancer, 
and 
once they are 
accepted,
 all life -extending 
therapy 
ceases. 
Patients  are generally 
referred  to HOV by 
one  of 
the  physicians 
who  have heard 
of





The very first patient,
 a woman, died 
within  24 hours. 
The average 
stay  is 33 days; the 
longest  was 11 months 
and the shortest, 4 hours. 
Once a patient
 comes into 
hospice,
 a nurse is 
assigned.  She visits 
the family, assesses
 what the family 
Hospice provides relief for terminally ill 
Illustration by Man Sanaa 
Tor 
a 
terminally  ill 
cancer





and can heighten 
the pain. So drugs are one way to help 
patients 
stay in 
the home and be 
cared for by their 
families.'  
-- 
Barbara  Noggles, program director 
needs and arranges
 for drug therapy. 
Hospice drug 
therapy
 differs from what is traditional 
in 
hospitals,  said Noggles, who is 
a registered nurse. 
"In hospitals, 
pain -controlling drugs are ad-
ministered 
only when requested, or a 
standard dose is 
given
 to all cancer patients,"
 Noggles said. 
But in the hospice 
approach, drugs are 
used
 to control 
pain, with 
medication  administered 
around
 the clock, if 
the patient
 and family agree to 
it,  Noggles said. "This 
idea is a little 
shocking  to some because of the 
Protestant 
ethic  which pervades our 
society and says a little 
suf-
fering is 
good  for you. 
"But for 
a terminally ill cancer 
patient,  pain may 
become an overriding
 factor and anxiety (about
 death ) 
can 
heighten  the pain. So 
drugs are one way 
to help 
patients stay 
in their home and be 
cared  for by their 
families." 
Then the nurse 
orchestrates
 the care and brings 
in 
other members
 of the HOV team 
which  includes 
physicians, nurses, a 
social
 worker, clergymen, 
a 
pharmacist




all families can handle the stress of caring 
for a 
terminally ill patient, and it's
 almost impossible without a 
network of 
support,  Noggle said. The hospice team 
becomes an extended
 family, she added. 
About  the families who decide to 
care
 for their dying 
member at  home, 
Noggle  said, "They're all unique. 
They're
 special -- I can't draw a profile. The only 
con-
stant is that they care. 
"It's 
amazing. Sometimes ex-husbands or 
wives who 
may have been divorced for 
years,
 will come and care for 
a terminally 
ill ex -spouse. 
"There are some studies which seem to 
suggest  that if 
a spouse does care for 
a terminally ill mate, he or she may 
live longer than is usual -- 
we
 often hear of one spouse 
dying soon 
after  the death of another. 
"It may 
be that they do their grieving during the final 
stages. And there's a sense 
of
 satisfaction in having cared 




 families worry that 
they're
 not doing 




 can do a better job 
than
 the family -- as 
long as they
 have the help hanging out
 there." she said. 
HOV staff 
All of the HOV staff is 




Noggle  and a medical director.
 
Families  are 

















 and if ac-
cepted
 must 
complete  22 
hours
 of training





patient  was 
18,




Noggle  said. 
The
 median age 
of HOV 
patients
















"It's  made 
such  a 
difference
 in my 
life," she 




more  -- a 







grateful  I can 
walk around,
















































 she said. 
"In  hospitals, 
we
 just 





we have to 
do




such  as weighing





when  asked. 
"With 
cancer  patients, that's too late." 
Barmettler says that while she's worked in churches 
and schools, 
she's  never done anything as valuable or as 
worthwhile as her work with HOV. 
"The families are so 
grateful,
 it's almost em-
barrassing." she
 said. 
"They appreciate knowing we're only a phone call 
away," she said. 
'In
 hospitals, we just don't do a good 
enough  job. 
We're under rules and regulations; we have to 
do 
things no longer appropriate.' 
-- 
Mary
 Barmettler, RN 
"I have a 
much  higher 
appreciation  of life 
because  I 
know  I can't 
take  it for 
granted."  
BE THIN FOR THE 
HOLIDAYS
 
 EAT AND STILL LOSE 
POUNDS 
 NO NEED TO EXERCISE 
 INCREASE YOUR 
ENERGY  LEVEL 
 
ALL  NATURAL INGREDIENTS 





 panic in the 




 often just a 
phone call 
will




 though, she 
will  either go to 





Barmettler  is on 
call
 four days a 





not  available, 
one  of the 
other






addition  to 
medical 
help,  families 
need 
emotional  
support as well. 
For  
example,












upset.  They 
need  someone 
to  say that 
it OK, it's















the natural process of letting go. 
"We help 
them
 realize the process
 of dying is 
natural,"  Bartmettler said. 
"Some people think it's 
violent, but most of the time it isn't." 
Mary 
Jo
 Garrett is a mother of 
two young daughters 
who volunteers with HOV as a respite worker. 
"I stay with the patient 
while  the family member gets 
out to do shopping," she explained. 
"I run errands, take 
the patient to the doctor." 
But usually, Garrett 
said, she sits and talks with the 
patient. 
"They become your friend," Garrett said.
 "Mostly, 
they reminisce and tell about the wonderful trips they've 





 or children. 
They
 talk about the 
joyous times of 
their  lives usually.
 
"I'm there
 to help them 











 been a person





 in 'tough 
























































































 lobe invited 
into a home 
at such
 a home at such
 an amazing 
time,"  she said. 
"It can 
be a very special








 you get an 
instant intimate










 said all her families 
are  special, she, 
recalled one in 
particular  -- one in which a 
husband  was  
dying and the wife was
 caring for him. Both 
were  in their 
60s. 
"They were very open with each other about their
 
fears and their anger. about her being left alone and his, 
sadness at leaving her," Garrett said. "But both believed 
in God, and accepted the process and there was peace.
 
And each moment they had filled with openness and 
communication
 -- and that's  a tremendous thing for 
anyone, either living
 or dying." 
When the husband died, 
it was 10 minutes after the 
wife had returned from an errand. 
"The next time I saw her,"
 Garrett said, "she told 
me, 'He waited for me." 
"This 
doesn't mean she didn't grieve for him,". 
Garrett said, but it helped her to know he wasn't
 in pain' 
when he died and he was
 at home, surrounded by people 
who loved him. 
Hospice of the Valley is located at 1150 S. Bascom' 
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Volleyball player Linda Fournet 
sets up a shot 
in the Lady 
Spartans  154, 




collected  four 
kills and 
three  service aces 
while serving out the Lady 
Spartans' final two games. 
Ranked 12th nationally, the 
Lady 
Spartans  were able to 
substitute 























































decided  to 
































Spartans  a 
season
-best  50 
minutes 
to 
























































this  season. 
"I 




wish I was 
here  for the 
Berkeley game. (Fullerton
 
spoke to City 
Council that 
night regarding SJSU's 
parking problems.) I'm 
glad to see
 the women's 





the most of 
her 
playing  time, 
collecting 
four kills











the  Lady 




 Lisa Ice 
with  
SJSU ahead 7-1 in the 
second game and had 
six 
straight winning serves. 
"Go 
eat  'em up," 
yelled starting 
middle 
blocker Jodi Breding to 
teammates Sandy Jones 
and Arlene Ringer as they 
checked in to replace 
Breding
 































































































Five players -- Four -
net, Ringer, Joyce Sprout, 
Jan 
Harman, and Gayle 
Olsen 
--























The Washington State field hockey
 team almost 
pulled off the upset of the year Monday afternoon
 at South 
Campus when it battled the 
No. 9 nationally -ranked Lady 
Spartans to a stroke off before succumbing, 3-2. 
Trailing 2-0 at the 
half,  the Lady Cougars (1-5 
in 
conference  play) held the 1982 NorPac champs 
scoreless 
through the second half and 
two seven -and -one-half 
minute overtime periods before faltering in the stroke off, 
3-1. 
"It's a good thing that we beat Washington State 
because a loss would 
have  almost blown any chances we 
had of making Nationals," SJSU field hockey coach 
Carolyn Lewis said. "We've completed our NorPac 





















































games,  but 
it just 
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HERE 
1 BEER

















Charge  At 22. 
In most jobs, at 22 






Navy,  at 
22 you
 can be a leader.
 
After just 16 weeks 
of leadership training, 
you're an officer. You'll 
have the kind of job 
your  education and training 
prepared 




you need to make
 the most of it. 
As a college 
graduate  and officer
 
candidate, your 
Navy  training is 
geared
 
to making you a 




Instead, you receive 
professional  
training 
to help you build 
the technical 
and management skills you'll 




This training is 
designed to  instill 
confidence by first-
hand
 experience. You 
learn by doing. On 
















 Clifton, NJ 
07015  
I'm  ready to take
 charge. Tbll 
me
 more about 
the 










 of dollars. 
It's a bigger 
chal-





corporations  give 








comprehensive  package of benefits, 
including  special duty pay. The starting 
salary is 
$16,400 -more than most 
com-
panies would pay you right out
 of college. 
After four years, with regular promo-
tions and pay increases,
 your salary will 
have 
increased to as much as $29,800. 
As a Navy officer, 
you grow, through 




Nam    














+College/UniversIty   












 YOU do not 
have to fur 
nish an, col the 
mformation
 requested. Of course, the 
more we 
know tile more 
we
 earl 
hrlo to determine the konds of Novy posi 
to 
advance  your edu-
cation,  including 
the 










job. Become a Navy 

















kicked up and down
 
the field. Good 
teams  seem 
to always
 get good breaks. 
We didn't get any." 











Hall,  rm. 
155. A filjnstrip
 will be 
shown, 













 at 526-4257. 












rm.  148. Sign-
ups 




 will be 
taken  in 
Engineering, 













will have a bring -your -own
 
bag lunch and
 a film, "Last 
Epidemic
 Medical Effect 
of Nuclear War" 
from noon 
to 1 p.m. today 
in the S.U. 
Costanoan 




Mich Ghadiri at 277-2047. 
   
The Media Coalition 
will have a mandatory 
meeting 
at




Hall, rm. 101. For more 
information,  call Yolanda 
Davis  at 657-8052. 
   
KSJS FM -91 airs La 
Cosa Nueva, programming 
for the Latino community, 
from 2 
p.m.  to 1 a.m. every 
Friday. Call 277-KSJS for 
requests.
 



























   
MECHA 
will
 be fund 
raising  at 6:30 tonight in 
the S.U. Montalvo Room. 
schedule
 
without  a 
loss
 (6-0) and 































drizzle,  the 
Lady  Spartans 
jumped off to 
an
 early 1-0 lead 
on junior Jeannie
 Gilbert's 
13th goal of 
the season 







Johnson  put SJSU
 up by 
two at 





























instead  of SJSU. 
As
 a result, 
they penetrated






shot  by right 
wing  Sandra 
Stewart
 
12 minutes into the period. 
"When they
 scored that 
first  goal, the 
whole  mood of 
the game changed,"
 Lewis said. "From
 that point on, 
they  
seemed to 




 tied the score 
at two when 
she  fired 
an open field shot past 
goalie  Casey McClung. 
"I think 
after the second 




 our composure 
and  stopped being 
so 
complacent,"
 Lewis said. 
The Lady Spartans
 played Washington 
State even 
through the two 
overtime periods and outshot
 the Lady 
Cougars 3-1 in the stroke off




 Carolyn Shears 







speak on "The 
Christian's 
Prayer"
 at 7 tonight in the 
S.U. Costanoan 
Room.  For 
more 
information,  call 
Alan 
Logan  at 
292-2282  or 
Jim Stochl 
at 288-6339. 











5:30  p.m. 
today in 
Sweeney
 Hall. For 
more 
information,  call 
Craig  Doerner 
at 295-4179. 
















may  sign up 
for 
interviews 
with  visiting 





Allmen at 277-2272. 
   
Campus 
Ministry  will 
meet for lunch
 from 11:30 
a.m. to 
1 p.m. today in 
the 
Campus 













































































































orientation at 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 
in Sweeney 
Hall, rm. 412. For more 
information, call Robert 




   
The Biology Students 
Assocation
 will sponsor a 
talk by Jim 
Stamm  on the 
Galapagos  Islands at 1:30 
p.m. today 


















































   





 to 5 
p.m. 
today in 


































































   
Hazel Lane, Richard 
Maxwell





"An  Evening of 
Poetry 
and Jazz" at 8 
p.m. 
Monday
 in the 
Student 
Union. Admission 
is $3. For 
more 

























Fresh  Vegetables 
"For 
freshness
 and homemade quality Paolo's 
has no peer. No one 
has greater joy in sharing 
the bounty of this earth, as new 
dishes  come out of 














































































































LOOK  50 







Untamed tram pap 
Mercer
 is the 
only 
remaining  

















































organized,"  he 
said. 
"It's  not like we 
went 
through 
the futility of a 
well
-publicized  
streak  like 
Northwestern.  Our reward 
was to have a 
good  time." 
Hoover Hall has been 
outscored 










rolled  last 
week's  
high games 











 Fong and 
Darryl





























Coed novice -- 
Ski Club, 









\ Recycle Books 
and Records 
138



























14,  Allen 
14; 
Washburn 
19,  WBTM 14 
Three -on -three baske-
tball scores: 6 - f o o t - o v e r ) 1  
Brewers 47, Julian Street 
26; Brewers 48, Individuals 
26; Untouchables 51,
 Julian 
Street 26; Justice Long 30, 
Dynasty 25; Dynasty 32, 
Pirates 31; Putah Men 34, 






 WR Enduro 
machines  
whose  
heritage contains 8 consecutive National 
Enduro





385 Tully at 
10th







































































 28, 1982 
Thursday,  8 p.m. 
Morris Dailey Auditorium 
Daniel Ellsberg
 was a nuclear weapons strategist in four 
presidential administrations. He first came to national 
attention in 1971 for releasing "The Pentagon Papers" 
detailing America's involvement in Vietnam. In recent 
...te years he has 
focused
 his energy on educating the public 
'4 about how to halt the arms race. 
Dr. Ellsberg is regarded 
as one of the 












 will be available following 
every  forum or they can be 
purchased during 
normal  business hours from the A.S. 
business office 










but they came 

































 M FARA 
Toys
 Pest come 
fire*  served,' 
DEVELOP  PT 
TIME income
 of $1200 
or more monthly
 managing  your 
own bueiness 








 store the only 
source 
of left 
books  in the wee is now in 
better 
thorned
 al 9500 First
 St 
We we  large
 well stocked store 











economics We card 
much 
history
 wilerge sections on 
the U S 
Latin  Arnenc Africa. the 
USSR 




fichon/poetry  yiss 
Astrology/or
 
cob no Engligh tang periodicals 
Itorn Astound the world 
Posters/records
 Best way horn 
the campus south on Second St to 
Keyes right 
turnMght  pain on 
First St one block 
across horn 
Der Weinerschnerel
 294 2930 
WORSHIP AT Campus Christian 
Center Sundey. 
Lutheran 10 45 
m 
Catholic
 4 00 and 8 00 p 
Protester. Fellowshor Supper 




campus Ministry 298 0204
 
tor 
worship counseling programs and 
Study opportunities Rey Na   
Shoes Fr Bob Hayes. Sr Joan 
Pardee Rev Nods Firnhaber 
CREATE YOUR 
WEIGHT,  R you're  






favorite  food 





supports you es unravel the tangle
 
of 
fatiforidfdlIngs/frusnation  end 
msolva your knotty 
food
 problem 
No diet., No pills, Mn tricks, 
Just   
pyul.  Intuitive. right
 grained way 
to lose weight Groups or privets 
sessions Call Joan Helm 
293 




FREETHINKERS  you re not alone
 
Call 251 3030 
HU1/18/11S1 COT 
mood  
nf San Jose 
FOR 
SALE 
KING SIZE BED Edellent condition 2 
years old 10 year wiersnty Best 
offer
 over $300 COI 





 kmi AiC ps 
AM/FM
 stereo, 4 sp excl con 
$5195 259 2381 995 5566 
IHollel 
713 TR] 4 SPEED Sunroof runs good 




















 A GOOD letter won. make  
presentotion
 conduct  meeting 
Business 
Communication  Letters 








 354 6040 or 
72831 




summer dey camp Implementing 
beg adv programs to ages 718
 
All levels of exp needed Teeching 
credential  
not
 requoed Send 
remind to Computer Eyerd 743 
Franklin St Sent. Clara. 95050 
Attn Ms Dallas Include corn 
purer bkcind . asp In instruction. 





 is a 
smell aggressive and very 
CommerciaCIndustrial
 Real Estate 
firm.  
looking
 for 2 3 high energy 
money motivated salespeople We 
sell & lease office end 
industrial
 
buildings throughout the Bay Area 
We will be on campus 
for in 
terviews all day Tuesday. Nov 2 
Complete training 
progdm 
evadable  For more info rail 14081 
995-6500 
EARN
 MONEY European TOW Co 
needs
 campus rep. name ad 








$10 PER HOUR Attractive 
woman 
wanted to 
model for arnedur 
photographer Call Chris 998 
0503 
GENERAL HOME REPAIR Part time 
$5 per 
It,
 Near campus Calf Bob 





 11 30 1 30 p 




911 IMO train 
Ti
 N San Pedro 
St
 
OFFICE ASSISTANT Pan tone flexible 
hours including weekends 298 
1261 Russell's Fine Furniture 
Kathy 
WANTED -Law
 office receptionist San 
Jose low firm desires part time or 
full time receptionist to answer 
phone. do -overflow- typing. 
filing mail distribution. etc Must 
have good phone rowing's and a 
pleasant personality If interested 





Immo, typing skills address 
phone number hours svailable lot 
reltin, call Reply 
to Bamford 
Johnson. Newfield end 
Dawson
 
481 N coral St Suee 5 San Jose 
Ca 95112
 








vices next to 





WEIGHT  NOW, The magic of 
herbs effective weight loss of 10 
29 the per month $3280
 a 
months supply 100% gimp. 
teed Make extra money 259 
2848 
NEED RIDERS S J To 8 L 0 end 
Sent. Barbara Leaving 10/29 
CIA Gary 14091377 2246 
THE 
PERFECT
 DOZEN Our KI) 
pledges are the beet Keep up the 
spirit Your KD 
el sssss 
GAMMA  Pell'e We'd thinking 
elm., 
you 
Your S S S 
H G You 
can
 
you've  been to 
USC  
You say you been to 
UCLA  Well I 
say you've been lookin for 
love on 
all the





 YOUR BOOKS AND 
RECORDS" 
Recycle Books and 
Records. 138 East Santa Clara. 
between 
3rd  and 4th Sts Open 7 





 books and records 
Please call tor 




 PROF RESUMES at low 
cost Send








Gus aa n ss ed 
postal express 2713 Union Ave 
No 175A,






 Exp w/low 
income Minority 








 Student Affirrnetive Action 
Office Call
 277 3664. 
PROFESSIONAL
 

























AL, VISION PLAN for
 students 
Enroll Now,
 Ss. your teeth 
end  
eyes and also
 money information 
AS
 office or Phone 371 
6811
 
BARE IT ALL, 
Stop obeying waxing 
tweezing or tieing 
eh...moot 
depilitories Let me promenently
 
remove
 your unwanted hair Ichin 
bikini tummy







 Call before 
Nov  30 1982 
and gel 
your







559  3500 
Gwen  
Chaise. R E 
'Heir Today Gone 
Tomorrow  ' 1645 
S Bascom Ave 
Suite C Campbell 
Calif  95008 
WOMENtillow much 










 Cervical Cap, 
Available  
at 3 bay Ade arms For 
in 
formation 
call  14151444 










 Health Cent 
er









RIVER RAFTING in 
Mexico,  Whitewater 
end May Ruins Feb and Mar 12 
day tops on Usionacint with 
smith.° guide $985 Jungle es 
pad PD Bon 873 Seratoga 
950710,
 286 1969 
TYPING 
REIN° S TYPING
 SERVICE 408 738 
4559 Reports 
Screened,.  
Appraised Charts Greens etc 
Spelling
 cor r   Professional joh 
aI reasonable rads Sunnyvale oil 
lewrence K Reed 
PROFESSIONAL
 TYPING Vry 






Ressordble  rend Plead
 
call Jeannie 274 1975 
TYPING THAT'S 
TOPS TRUST TONY 
IBM Selectrk II 
Available seven 
days  week 
Fast Guarenteed 
bandc 296 2097 
TYPING $1 25/peg. 
Fasidiccurele 
work on IBM 













 by Stanford 
University 






to SJSU Pat  days 
497 
331 levee 297 1731 
TYPING WITH 
COMPETENTT
 L C 
SERVICE AN 
formed Choice of 
type sire 
and styles Gen 
Ed
 to 
Graduates  Located 
nr Good Sam 
Hospital 
Cambrian/LG  erea 
Per  
356 2085 










speech difficulty,  
dellnited
 
not drunk, 287 4365 after
 
2 Prn 
BON 3rd. no 
823  
ACCURATE TYPING Fat.  
dependable. 
conscientious 




TYPING OR WORD 
PROCESSING  on 
MM Sider II or Xerox







275  9285 
TYPING  Willow Glen 
are.














 theses reports. 
diesenations
 
Approved by SJSU 
Graduate 
Studies Office





























wrIl type all reports resumes 
theses etc 




The best for less,
 From
 




Pam 247 2881 
evenings
 & weekends 
Located in 
Sand 
Clara near San 






 theses resumes 
lech 
manuals
 by deer 
editor  All 
work gueranteed 










 ph too mall 
Discount pickup and delivery 
on 







eccurate prof typing IBM 
SalaCtnc NI CaN Sharon
 14081 
926 9224 between 





WILLOW GLEN Professional 
typing and 




 and resumes 





















 1 day 
service  most cases Satisfaction 
guaranteed 378 3889 
TYPING Thews term papers 
etc 











Word Procesiong The 
best  job and 
the right price. Expo. with 'heed
 
dies term paper,.  as well as legal 
and istat typing Rap hrs etc 
done by word processor Fast. 
accurate Call Jan. 238 7663 
Today,'  
PROF TYPING SERVICES 
by 
experienced typist So 
Sip Jose 
area Reasonable rates 





 TYPING Resumes 
theses damns
 produced on Word 
Processor 
Close  to campus All 
forrnets 
From  51 50 per double 
spmed page 
Phone 923 3901 
PERFECT
 PAPER TYPING Service 
A...ad winning typist





 Graduate School 
Work 
performed
 on IBM 




teem  papers 
resume.
 letters. 
etc I look for
 
ward to 
working  wiyou this 
doodler 
10 min from SAO 




















 111 prompt 
neat.
 ...le 











rend.  from 
41 25,pg
 Student 
resumes  from 
56 
264 1029 
MASTERPIECE TYPING Your perfect 
paper/thesis/resume dedryes the 
hest, Flawless work on IBM 
selectoc Edning Reasonable and 
new campus Call Rene e at 14081 
287 6050 
WORD 
PROCESSING  last accurate. 
confidential Manuscripts ,.pons 
resumes letters term papers. 
theses  etc Reasonrible rates 
professional quality The Magic 
Word Stints Clara 
14081  248 
4272
 
PAPER  DUE, You don't type, Don't 
worry Call Mrs Ryan 
for 
guaranteed  proleasional results at 
a special student tate 252 6663 
anytime 
TYPING Tenn papers business letters 




type balls Call Virgins/1 at 227 
1035
 
BETTER, CHEAPER FASTER Typing 
word processing
 servers Term 
P.N.S
 i Id se s pr olesion 
el 
resumes tech manuals by es 
Mutenced
 
editor  All 
work 















crowded studio ot 
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By Micheal Vaughn 







 of a Soviet -American 
peace exchange program 
sponsored 
by the United 




















































































By Tani Cato 
How would 
you like to 
win 
a prize as 


























 be held 























still  trying to 












originally poor, according 
to 
Jim  McCarthy. general 
manager of KSJS. 
"We had this girl who 
got a lot of really nice 
prizes 
together."
 he said, 
-but she didn't advertise, 
so there were only three 
people there at noon. 
"We had to pull people 
in off the street," he said, 
"and we finally ended up 
with  about 25. It turned 
out 
pretty good." 





Coutts was confident 
that a 
good
 crowd would 
show 
up
 for the contest. 
"I've made up fliers," she 
said, " and there's a 
guy 






 the KSJS 
disc jockeys sat around the
 




 it had 
something to do with 
feeling displaced. Their 
regular  broadcasting booth 
was getting a facelift --
new  turntables were being 
installed. They watched the
 
workman trod back and 
forth through their private 
domain. 
Coutts described the 
various prizes to be 
awarded: 
The first -place winner 
in the "most attractive" 
category will receive a $20 
gift certificate for Vic-
toria's Theatrical. "I'd like 
to win that one," Coutts 
said. 
The second -place 
winner 
will
 get a complete 





third -place winners for all 
three categories will each 
get a large pizza at Ar-
madillo Pizza on San 
Carlos Street.
 
The first -place prize 
for the "most original" 
category is two free one -
hour passes to Grand 
Central Hot Tub in Los 
Gatos. The second -place 
prize is a magic set from 
the Magic Touch in San 
Jose. 
First -place winners in 
the "scariest" category 
will get
 two complete 
dinners at La Paloma 
Mexican Restaurant on 








off that fall 
road  film -
804 
Lincoln Ave. 






 Street; the 
second -place prize is a $10 
gift certificate from the 
Spartan Bookstore. 
Judges for the event 
are Ruth Massaro, faculty 
adviser for KSJS; 
Janice  
Selby, public affairs 
director;
 Mark Ketchum, 
business manager of the 
station; and 
Eliza  Chugg. 




 theater arts 
people really go all-out," 
Coutts said, "and last year 
this
 history professor 
dressed 
up as a drag queen 
and 
won  'most original.' 
The crowd 
loved him. He 
was really great." 
In the broadcasting 
room, the deejay on duty 
smiled and nodded  behind 
the glass 
of
 the backup 
broadcasting booth, which 
went into 
service Monday. 
He bobbed his head to the 
music, keeping enthusiasm 




But  there isn't a prize 
for the "most enthusiastic 
person," just the most 
attractive one, the most 
original and the scariest. 
  
Haven't a ghost 
of an 
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mom 
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Thurs.,  
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 Before 5 p.m. Minimum 
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Mozel,  a 
historian
 with a 
Ph.D.;  Galina 
E. Sidorova, 
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purchase  of frames 
(bifocals & tints extra) 
Specializing
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trip





people of the Soviet
 Union 
and the 












to know a 
little more
 about us 
and 
understand us better." 
She 





sponsors of the trip,
 
designate  
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have
 the 
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Schlitz  is back 
with  the taste 
that's rocking 
America. Try
 the clean 
refreshing
 taste of 
Schlitz
 ... or pour 





 to stay 
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The final glimmering sparks of the sky -wide 
golden
 
firework exclamated the finish of a classic evening of rock 
'n  roll. The 85,000 Oakland Coliseum spectators had 
witnessed part of a twin set of shows marking the last Bay 
Area 
appearance  of one of the most controversial and 
exciting rock groups ever assembled. 
The Who, one of the original British bands to capture 
the fancy of a generation in the 1960's, dazzled the 
receptive crowd with a two -and -a -half hour, 26-song set. 
The music ranged from early material to cuts from the 
new album, "It's Hard," while Pete Townshend, Roger 
Daltry, John Entwistle and Kenney Jones went through 
extraordinary, yet customary, stage antics. 
A festive crowd entered the Coliseum at 1 p.m. and 
quickly enveloped the expansive stage, which was en-
cased in the center of an enormous "H" (the middle of a 
gigantic "WHO"
 facing). 
Warmed by surprisingly sunny skies and vast 
amounts of alcoholic beverages, the sea of fans soon 






 the roadies assembled the
 
elaborate stage 
equipment and technicians manned 
sound  
and light systems. 
After
 an hour-long wait with evening setting in. 
Daltry, the effervescent 
lead singer clad in a light green 






 October 28, 
1312
 









 and a clean-
shaven  face, 
plucked
 the opening 









 three tours 
Without a 
pause, the 
intense  guitarist 
went into the 
group's first 
commercial  hit 
from 1965, "Can't
 Explain." 



























performed  a 





























Especially sharp during the latter, "The Ox" strummed
 
and sang the 
gathering  into a frenzy. 
After two more Townshend tunes from "It's Hard" 
(the title cut and "Emminence Front"), the stage lights 
dimmed to an eerie blue. Daltrey
 riveted the crowd with 
his vocals in "Behind Blue Eyes," a classic off 
of their 
most successful album,
 "Who's  Next." 
Drummer Jones kicked in the faster -paced portion of 
the tune in a fashion which would 
have done proud his 

























chords  and 
nasal  vocals 
made  the song 






















( "Well you still
 want me, well 
that just may 




 all the 













 the show 
by














 the lead on 





 to emote a 




 "A Man is A 
Man"  and "Cry 



















followed  in 





Daltrey  gave 
his  best vocal 
effort of the 
evening 
during
 "Who Are 




album  of the same 
name.  
A captivating rendition of "See me, Feel Me- from 
the rock opera "Tommy"
 exploded into bedlam when 
bright white lights illuminated the entire audience. Ec-
static fans chanted the familiar lyrics along with Daltrey 
and gave the night's longest ovation (beside the finale) at 
its conclusion. 
After settling 
down,  the now -hypnotized gathering 
was treated to two
 more "Quadrophenia" cuts, "5:15," 
followed by the power
-packed














Townshend then duckwalked a la Chuck Berry
 
through "Long Live Rock," a 
rock 'n' roll anthem which 
never  appeared on a studio album (it was included 
in the 
"Kids Are Altight" 
anthology  collection). The rollicking 
Townshend added a bluesy 
variation to the end of the tune 
in the brilliance of a white spotlight, 
to the delight of 
everyone. 
After "Won't Get Fooled Again"
 climaxed the regular 
show in typical frenzied fashion, the band encored with a 
stirring 
set which featured "Magic Bus," "Let's See 
Action," "Naked Eye," and John Lennon's "Twist and 
Shout." Townshend sang lead on the final number, during 
which most of the audience exuberantly 
danced around. 
A tremendous firework display culminated the 
festivities. 
Townshend 
was in top form, bowling his fabled arm 
around the guitar and leaping wildly about the stage. 
Daltry, though not at his best,
 provided more than enough 
energy, both 
with  his voice and harmonica. Entwistle 
stoically strummed his bass to perfection, providing the 
base around which
 the Who has revoled for almost 20 
years. Jones drummed up a storm, never missing a beat. 
Even new 
keyboardist
 Tim Gorman 
who
 replaced 
John Bundrick as the group's concert accompianist 
) 
sounded as if he'd been around since the Shepard's Bush 
days. 
Overall, it was a fitting farewell tribute to the 
band 
which gave fans more 
hits,  journalists more news items 




 definitely alright. 
The Clash goes clunk as 
audience



































































reaction and the band 








opened for another 
band 
for any U.S. conceret date. 
They are an established 
headline act 
with a strong, 
vocal and 
faithful  following 
which has developed into a 
subculture 
not  much dif-
ferent from the mods that 
worshipped the Who a 
decade ago. 
DANCE to 




































HEALTH  CENTER 
To a Clash fan, the
 
Clash is the only band that 
matters.  
The opening chords of 
"London Calling" sounded 
tentative, as 
if the band 




 en - 
thusiastically , but the 










did nothing to rise above it 
The trouble





 out only as 
much 




audience Saturday was 
hellbent on getting high, 
acting obnoxious and 
seeing the Who for their 
farewell performance, and 
nothing, not even the Clash, 





 was top 
notch:  
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was  not 
what  

















































 few die-hard 



































































































































Slow Children -Mad About 
Town," RCA Records
 
The many sides of 
isolation 
are  explored on 
this new album by Slow 
Children. 
Presented  with 





suffers  from schizophrenia 
and a lack of focus. 
The 
schizophrenia  is in 
the lyrics. While at all 
times the lyrics are 
sharps  
and somewhat clear, the 
meaning behind them 
is 
not. 
Lead singer Pal Shazar 
sounds like
 a whispery, 
new -wave version of Stevie 
Nicks. Her phrasing behind 
the band's manic playing is 
at times brilliant, but most 
of the 
time she seems to be 
straining. 
"Unplugging  the 
Vacuum" 
and  "Vanessa 
Vacilliating" are among 
the gems to be found on 
side one. In 
"Vacuum,"  






"I found a key 
in your 
keyhole/and I located your 
mental block/I refuse to be 
defensive/because  my 
defense is futile," 
Shazar 
sings
 in a plaintive
 
whisper.
 This song reaches 

































































tries to do is 
paint Salvador 
Dali-like images
 on top of 




 in their 
imagery, the 
music  never 
seems to 
really
 fit. Part of 
the problem is 
the band's 
lack of focus and the 
direction
 the songs go. 
On side two,
 they go 
nowhere fast. Here the 
problem is more for the 
listener to distinguish 
between the lyrics and the 
overall tone of the song and 
its meaning. The
 slashing 
playing  style of the band is 
a good match with 
the 




Nevertheless,  the 











































the  next 
album 
by Slow Children 
will get them out of 
their  
introspective
 shell and 
really mad. 
That 
would  be 
something  


















































































Alice Turner and Helen 
Welch were convicted of 
murder. And then 
they
 
were sentenced to "suffer 
the pains of death by being 
electrocuted 
by the passing 
through of their bodies a 
current
 of sufficient in-
tensity to cause their 
immediate deaths .  
said the letter to Samantha 
T. 
Peters. 
Peters is the warden of 
the state penitentiary in the 
play "My Little Creatures 
Turned to Chalk." The 
play 
deals with Turner and 
Welch, two death row in-




Turned to Chalk" is a study 
of the electric chair and the 
women who surround it. 
The play is performed by 
the San Jose Women's 
Ensemble and will preview
 
at 3:30 today in the SJSU 
Studio Theater, which is 
located in the 
Speech and 
Drama Building. 
The play was written 
by N.C. Sorkin and directed 
by Barbara Otto, both 
Theater Arts graduates 
from SJSU. 
Sorkin wrote the play 
especially 
for the Women's 
Ensemble because "there 
was a 
need to bring non-
traditional roles to 
theater," Otto
 said. 
It was also written to 
raise questions concerning 
the merits of capital 
punishment. And to make 
people start thinking 
about  
alternatives  to 
death  row, 
she  said. 
At the age 
of





plays  and is the
 founding 
member and





"I knew what I wanted 
to do early in life and I just 
went 















roles.  And 
from there



















was written by and for 
men. And the few roles 
women
 did have were often 
played by men. But now 





coming  of age." 
The five women cast 
are all SJSU 
students  and 
include: Lisa Cline, Doreen
 
Hunt, Doeri




The San Jose 
Women's  
Ensemble  promotes 
women in theater but at the 
same time isn't
 separatist 
to men, Otto 
said.  The goal 
of the women's Ensemble 
is
 to explore 
new and 
different
 forms of theater 






 together, she said. 
For 
more  information 
about the 
Women's En-
semble or the 
free
 per-
















 Why spend 
$748
 for an album only to 
find out you don't 
? like it, 
or only like 1 or 2 songs in it? CRC rents 
the top 
 1,000 albums at a 
fraction
 of the purchase price! 
Our  
I albums
 are carefully inspected before
 and after each rental, 
Iand
 after only six times out
 they are retired and a new copy 
 
is open for rental. 
Open  7 days& week at 1920 
Camden Ave. 
 
(Between Union es Leigh) 5594025 
Limit one 
coupon
 per customer 
t11.5 
FOR
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Text By Julie 
Bonds 
Photos By 












Amidst the seedy, 
X-rated movie theaters and the 
rundown bars on South First Street, there strolled a 
strangely clad figure who looked like a cross between 
Spider Woman and somebody's long -lost skeletal 
remains.
 
She was not alone. Accompanying her
 was a regal 
voodoo king, a human chicken and five or six other 
bizarrely dressed people. 
The pre -Halloween 
costume  parade last Thursday 
was part of a fund raising event for the San Jose 
Institute
 
of Contemporary Art. The entire event was called 
the 
Second Annual Invitational Disguises and Adornments 
Exhibition/Auction, and 
ran  from Oct. 1st through the 
24th. 
It was a 
short  parade -- from the Institute to Eulipia's 
restaurant and bar just across the street. 
"I've noticed that with all of the people who lunch 
there at Eulipia's very few, if any, make 
it here," said 
Susan Kirkpatrick, director of the Institute. "I though this 
would be a great way to let people know what's going 
on." 
Over 100 artists created and donated a costume, mask 
or adornment to the art gallery. The 
donations were 
auctioned off last Saturday. 
The costume parade was an effort to stimulate more 
donations in the fund raising event. 
Most of those modelling the strange attire were either 
dancers or models. 
"I 
loved doing something like this," said Hal Lom-
bardi. a Psychology senior at 
SJSU  and voodoo king. "It 
was fun doing it with clothes on." 
Lombardi is also director of modeling at SJSU's Art 
department, and that usually meands modelling in the 
nude. 
"More  people recognize me with my clothes off than 
on." Lombardi added. 
Ma rlies Yea rby, a member of the Bobbie Wynn dance 
troupe, said that she had tun donning the outfit and 
parading through the lunch crowd. 
Yearby 
clucked
 her way 
past
 the customers 
as the 
"human chicken." 
"I live the costume."
 she said. "But




 It's got a 
rooster's  head." 
As 
the models showed 
off  the creations, 
reactions
 
from the patrons 
ranged from 
mildly
 embarassed to 
Above left, model af 
Jose Institute of C 
Bobbie Wynn,





bottom  It 
at 












"I'd say on a scale of 
one to 10, it was about a ten," 
id customer Mathew Leek.





It was Leek's first time in the 
restaurant.  
The San Jose 
Institute  of 
Contemporary
 Art, located 
377 South First St., 
was founded two and 
a half years 
o. 
ine Pitcher 
displays  a ghoulish looking mask, part of the 
San 
ry
 Art's latest show, "Disguises
 and Adornments." Above, 
cke and mask, parades across South 
First Street accompanied 
Fetterman DeKooning wears an 
"apron pot holder splatter 
Ii, 
May, artist, displays a "chicken 






 Farrow Ill (RI harmonize during 
their rendition of Fats WaNer's "Squeeze Me" in 
the first  act of 
the Broadway hit -Ain't Misbehavin".
 The 1978 Tony Award -
winning 
musical
 is touring Northern 
California
 with its Road 
company and
 is at the Saroyan 
Theater  in Fresno this 
weekend
 




Put the pallbearers on hold. 
Don't dig the grave 
.ind don't order the casket. "Ain't Misbehavin'," the 
Fats Waller musical hit, isn't quite ready for 
the 
obituary column. 
The snazzy  musical revue, which recently closed 
on Broadway after delighting New York audiences for 
three years, is touring Northern California with its 
road'contpany. Those that miss this 1979 Broadway hit 
will miss one of the best musical productions of the 
season.
 
The Tony Award -winning production was in San 
Jose's Center for the Performing Arts during its six 
show stint (Oct. 21-24). It offers a rousing musical 
history lesson in a two-hour span. 
Consisting of some thirty songs written or made 
famous by one of America's 
most
 adored jazzmen, 
Thomas "Fats" Waller, "Ain't Misbehavin" recreates 
on stage the atmosphere of a delectably lowdown 
Harlem cabaret 
of
 the 19305.  
Along with its title song, it offers foot -stomping 
renditions of such Waller classics as "Honeysuckle 
Rose," "Squeeze Me," and "The Joint is Jumpin'." 
Each selection is performed by an ebullient 
singing and dancing ensemble which includes Deborah 
Barnes, Ferank Farrow III, Barbara Mills, Melodee 
Savage,
 and John Thomas. 
They are accompanied by a swinging seven -piece 
jazz band which is conducted by Dennis Moorman, who 
also 
officiates  at the on-stage piano. 
Directed and choreographed by Derek Wolshonak, 
who also choreographed for Patrice Mansel in the 
current 
national  tour of "Tintypes," "Ain't 
Misbehavin"  goes 120 miles per 
hour  from the opening 
number to the finale. 
The cast 
doesn't  feature Nell Carter, the Tony 
Award winner for her 
performance  in the musical 
when it 
played  on 
Broadway. 
Instead,
 it features 
Barnes, who seems to be cut front the same cloth. 




 laughing,  crying, 
and  shaking their 
heads in 
astonishment  at three different




 howling at her and her sore feet in 
"Lookin' Good but Feelin' Bad," 
in tears after hearing 
about her lover in 
"Mean to Me," and in awe
 
throughout  "Off -Time," thanks to some 
fancy  footwork 
and tap dancing. 
Farrow,  who also appeared in 
"Your  Arm's Too 
Short to Box With
 God," and John Travolta's box office
 
bomb "Blowout." was 
able  to recreate some of Fats 
Waller's own roisterous clowning. 
During
 his clone -like duplication of 
"Your  Feet's 
Too Big," the 
crowd  clapped and chanted along. 
Meanwhile, Thomas, of 
"Pippin" fame, nearl 
brought
 the house down with 
laughter  during "The 
Reefer Song," as 
he snake -hipped his way 
past the 
audience and offered people 
in
 the crowd hits off his 
reefer. 
Thomas and Farrow polled their talents in "Fa 
and Greasy" and, as a 
result,
 got the audience to chime 
in as they
 continued to insult 
the person whose "flab
 
hung all over." 
Mills, who has taken 
over where Carter left off. 
was 
very
 agile for her size (240
 pounds) and had 
tremendous voice 
control. Part of two previous
 "Ain't 
Misbehavin"' companies,
 Mills did a duet with 
Barnes  
on the 
do's and don'ts of "ma 









 was probably the 
best pure dancer in 
the 
group.  She and 
Thomas
 were paired off




they really cut a rug. 
A pianist, composer 
and  arranger, Moorman 
brought to 
the stage of CPA all the things
 that have 
made him known. 
His previous Boradway 
credits 
include playing 
piano for Judith 
Jamison
 and Phyllis 
Hyman in : 
Sophisticated  Ladies" as 
well  as for Patti  
1.upotie  in "Evita''. 
No 
longer
 playing in 
San  Jose, " Ain't 
Misbehavin." 
will be at the Music 
Center  in San Rafael 
Nov.
 2-4 and at the 
Paramount  in Oakland





















 Sun limes, 
S.F Magazine, WINS Radio, 
S.F. Examiner. Roger Ebert 
"EXUBERANT!
 
10C,4 IS THE EMBODIMENT 
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A saissid tale of 
(insghter, power 
and ptcanzre 
from  the director of 
"Bye
 Byr Bradt" 
(-MI)
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FREE SALAD BAR 










Pizza  with 
every 




Pizza to go 
926-4791  




















Poltergeist presented by 
the Associated  Students 
Program  
Board, 






























or (415) 956-5131. 
Strider --a 
musical  
presented by Theatre 











Blvd.,  San Jose. 998-
9346. 
Autumn 
Affair. -- a 
nd 
costume festival




Museum, Saturday & 
Sunday, 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m.,  
at 
the  Historical 
Museum,  








 p.m., in the 
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the San 




































































Come in for a treat
 
without any tricks! 
Happy
 Hour: Thur. - Fri. 3 - 6 
p.m.  
Michelob pitchers 






















Fiber Paintings by Anne 
Dobson Palmer,
 through 
11/6, at the Works, 248 





and western show, 
tomorrow 
through
 11/7, at 
the Cow 
Palace, San 
Francisco. Call (415) 469-
6065 for time and ticket 
information, 















available through BASS 
and Ticketron.
 
Boomtown Rats -- Tonight 
with The Bangs, tomorrow 
with Chubby 
Checker,  9 
p.m., at the Kabuki Night 





















































check  or 







Saratoga  Ave. 





   






weeks  for delivery) 
Thursday, 








By Julie Bonds 
This 
weekend  the Pub 
is bringing back an old 
practice that had been 
discontinued this 
semester -- Friday after-
noon bands. 
On Thursday, Zoomer 
is tentatively scheduled to 
play. 
Then, on Friday af-
ternoon from 3 to 6 p.m., 
Rebound will be 
per-
forming. Rebound is a 
three-piece band which 





bringing back Friday af-
ternoon bands, said Cam 
Roberson, Pub en-
tertainment director, is 
because the Pub hasn't 
been attracting as many 
people at that




 night, the 
jazz/soul band Just 
Friends will be playing; 
complete with a new 
female
 vocalist who is 
supposed to be "really 
dynamic." 
The Bees are returning 
on Saturday night, minus 
one of 
their  guitarists. 
The Bees broke up last 
April 
and  perform at the 
Pub only because they 
really enjoy it there. 
Ac-
cording to Roberson, one of 
the 
guitarists just couldn't 
make




 the crowd." 
ENTERTAINER 
Phil 


























Laura  le Ciao. 
Julie 































































































































































 up to flee 
orders 
111 
tits.1 on!s  at pamcipaling locations 
702 N. Fourth St. 
S.J.  
Two of our
 famous hot 
dogs, each 
wrapped in a 
slice of 










 a soft. 
93S 













Expires  12-30-82 
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WANT  IT 
WE'VE




Complete  inventory with LOW 















 you need 







 people who 
want to 
help you with all your photo needs! 
OPEN












6 p m  Sunday 12 








Just Dial C -A -M -E -R -A -S 
wi4119.:  
Europe wasn't 
built in a day. 
You won't tour it in 
one  either. 
Travel with Newmar and you won't have to tour Europe like a 
bat 
out of hellwe give you plenty of time to sample. savour. 
taste and test.  And 
there  are so many advantages. You deal 
direct 
with  the lour operator, so you save money. P. Newmar 
has over 25 years of travel experience and 
know-how.  And we 
specialize In Under 30's 
groups.
 We make sure your tour Is 
hassle 
freehelp you find your feet in new cities, provide 
breakfast and 
most dinners.., in short, because 
we take care 
of you, you're
 free to enloy yourself. le Call us 
now or send 
for brochures. be Newmar 
Tours  International, 5605 Wood-
man 
Ave.  Suite 202, Van Nuys, CA 91401. 
Call toll free 
1-800-882-8888.  or In California:
 213-901-8771 collect 
IWW 
Newmar 
EurosIrollerm,  a 
better  NO 10 see 
Europe.
 
- -  
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ignition  switch. 
 Automatic reset 
Current  Sensing 
Only   Add $20 
Each For Hood 
Or 
























































$3.00  Gen/ 
$2.50  With 
Discount  Card 
 
Some Titles 

















EXORCIST   
PICTURE
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By Eric Lech 
SJSU will probabl; 
severe financial crisis b; 
according to Acadel 
President Hobert Burns. 
Burns said 
the  odds 
than half" that the state 
a hiring and 
spending  In  
entire CSU system some 
the Nov. 2 statewide electi 
"I think the 
odds
 ar 
will have a 
freeze,"  Burr 
anticipate
 a freeze." 




money  already 
budgets  
university
 for this fiscal 
ye
 
















Burns  said he has 
heal 
state  budget 
deficit may 
run as high 
as $2 billion. 







California  Constitt 




 the cur 
year 
would have 
to be rec 
July 1, 




the  Acaden 
Monday 
that the CSU syste
 
university  may 
be hit wit 
and a 
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